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In    Two   African   American   Contributions   to   Dramatic   Form    by   Eleanor   W.   Traylor,   the  

author   discusses   the   impact   Black   Americans   have   had   on   American   theater,   specifically  

concentrating   on   the   history   and   significance   of   the   American   slave   narrative.    A   Breath   for  

George    by   Austene   Van     showcases   artists   throughout   the   nation,   with   a   focus   on   those   with   ties  

to   Minnesota.   These   artists   coalesce   to   honor   and   rally   for   justice   for   the   murder   of   George  

Floyd.   This   film   uses   the   artistic   characteristics   of   “temenos”   and   “ecstatic”   found   in   the   slave  

narrative   as   defined   by   Traylor   to   build   its   case   for   justice   through   logic   and   through   appealing   to  

the   viewer’s   sense   of   propriety.  

Traylor   defines   temenos   as   “a   magic   circle   of   language   drawn   around   a   culture”   (Traylor,  

47),   suggesting   that   those   within   the   “magic   circle”   share   exclusively   this   “language.”   In    A  

Breath   for   George,    the   shared   and   exclusive   language   demonstrated   is   the   mutual   grief   for   the  

wrongful   loss   of   Black   life   epitomized   by   George   Floyd’s   death.   Although   temenos   is   defined   as  

a   language,   which   suggests   that   temenos   must   manifest   orally,   it   actually   often   manifests   itself   as  

a   deep   and   inherent   understanding   amongst   a   group   of   people.   For   example,   in   Thompson’s    An  

Aesthetic   of   the   Cool:   West   African   Dance ,   the   author   explains   the   concept   of   “apart   playing   and  

dancing,”   wherein   artists    move   in   their   own   unique,   but   united,   responses   to   the   music  

(Thomspon).   Here,   as   in    A   Breath   for   George ,   temenos   is   present   due   to   the   intrinsic  

understanding   the   artists   in   either   work   share.   In    Two   African   American   Contributions   to  
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Dramatic   Form ,   ecstatic   is   defined   as   “performance   guided   by   a   fluid   text”   (Traylor,   51).    A  

Breath   for   George    displays   the   characteristic   ecstatic   through   the   way   it   bends   genres.   For  

example,   Van’s   performance   early   in   the   film   was   based   in   stage   theater   and   was   highly  

dramatic,   whereas   portions   with   other   artists   were   documentary-style   and   analytical.  

As   mentioned   above,   temenos   appears   in   the   work   as   a   shared   grief   for   the   wrongful   loss  

of   Black   life,   while   ecstatic   manifests   as   a   variety   of   genres.   The   diversity   of   those   within   the  

community   covered   by   temenos   coupled   with   the   array   of   performance   mediums   highlight   how  

anti-black   racism   is   an   issue   that   affects   all   people,   and   not   just   Black   people   as   is   often   the  

misconception.   Working   with   the   understanding   that   while   it   is   still   necessary   for   black   people   to  

work   towards   an   anti-racist   world,   white   supremacy   cannot   be   eradicated   without   the   dedication  

of   white   people   as   outlined   by   Aida   Overton   Walker’s   essay,   this   heterogeneity   within   the   film   is  

imperative   to   making   a   logical   case   for   all   to   work   towards   a   more   just   society,   as   non-black  

people   benefit   from   racial   equality   along   with   black   people   (Overton   Walker).   In   this   case,   the  

film    A   Breath   for   George    uses   both   temenos   and   ecstatic   to   make   a   logical   case   for   why   justice  

should   be   served   for   Floyd   and   every   other   Black   life   impacted   by   white   supremacy,   as   equity   is  

advantageous   to   all.   

A   Breath   for   George    applies   the   characteristics   of   temenos   and   ecstatic   to   appeal   to   the  

viewer’s   sense   of   wrong   and   right   in   order   to   make   a   case   for   justice   as   evidenced   by   the   various  

linguistic   and   performance   styles   shown   in   the   film.   Although   there   is   this   shared   grief,   the   forms  

of   expression   of   this   grief   differ   greatly.   However,   all   of   the   forms   force   the   consumer   to  

question   the   morality   of   police   force   on   Black   Americans.   Some   artists   chose   to   speak   from  

personal   experience,   citing   their   own   interactions   with   the   police   and   with   institutional   racism,  
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while   other   artists   chose   to   give   a   third   party   speech   critiquing   well-known   incidents   of   racism.  

One   man   spoke   of   being   harassed   outside   of   his   college   while   visiting   an   ATM   while   another  

woman   called   out   the   lack   of   respect   for   black   life   by   acknowledging   that   police   claimed   to   have  

committed   these   murders   over   “a   cigarette,   a   twenty-dollar   bill,   and   a   pack   of   Skittles.”   This  

melange   of   perspective   allows   viewers   both   directly   and   indirectly   impacted   by   systemic  

anti-black   racism   to   relate   to   the   matter   on   a   personal   level.   By   encouraging   the   audience   to  

examine   the   issue   of   police   brutality   personally,   the   film   causes   them   also   to   interrogate   the   issue  

of   police   brutality   from   a   moral   standpoint.  

The   film   builds   upon   the   Black   American   tradition   of   the   slave   narrative   and   draws   upon  

the   works   of   other   Black   artists   and   scholars   to   make   its   point   concerning   institutional   racism.   It  

uses   several   mediums   and   styles   to   convey   this   point   effectively.   Together,   these   components  

make   it   abundantly   evident   how    A   Breath   for   George    uses   the   characteristics   temenos   and  

ecstatic   to   make   a   case   for   justice   for   George   Floyd   through   logic   and   appealing   to   the   viewer’s  

sense   of   wrong   and   right.  
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